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Abstract—In daily life, almost everyone uses smartphone with different types of operating system and one of them is android. People intention to steal someone else smartphone were very high. This is one of the problems for all Android smart phone users. While it was happening, they could not do anything to get it back. The objective of this research is to create an application that will help android smart phone users to get information about their phone. The information will be obtained by the user which is about the location of their android smart phones. Another feature, it can lock android smart phone while the SIM changed by other person. Only one registered SIM card that can access the android smart phone. Last thing, their phone can be checked by the trigger alarm feature. Those features can be obtained by sending the keywords via SMS remotely from another phone user. This application needs two devices in order to run perfectly as this application runs remotely by another device. Also, these applications need enough amount of pulse to send the keywords. It needs GPS and network connection to obtain the right location. This application will make the android smart phone users feel safe and secure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the era of communication is really developing. At first, phone is only used at home or office and has a cable. As time goes by people have higher mobility and also the communication. Based on that problem, the innovator made the phone that usually stay in one place to become which can be held on everywhere, it called mobile phone. The functions of mobile phone were calling, sending a message, setting the alarm etc.

The innovation of mobile phone is really fast. There are so many features provided which are camera, radio, music player and the newest one is internet. Internet is the one a big influence that give a revolution from mobile phone into smart phone. Everyone uses smartphone with different types of operating system and one of them is android.

The research is intended to assist the android smart phone users to monitor and get information on their android smart phones remotely. This research developed the mobile application by using two mobile phones; android smart phone and regular phone. This research implements the idea to be able to get information from their android smart phones in real-time.

The first step to generate information from android smart phone users is sending the keyword that already set in the Anti-Theft application from another mobile phone user using SMS remotely. There is various ways which the user can get the result of this application. First, it will automatically get a reply SMS from android smart phone users to get information of location and configuration. Second, for trigger the alarm, it will ring on android smart phone user automatically. The last is to lock the android smart phone user after the SIM changed, it will lock the phone automatically.

Table 1.1 shows the comparison among those three applications (Prey-Anti Theft, Where’s My Android, and Anti-Theft Alarm) with Anti-Theft. As a result the Anti-Theft application is the most complete features to protect Android smart phone than the others application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Anti-Theft</th>
<th>Prey Anti-Theft</th>
<th>Where’s My Droid</th>
<th>Anti-Theft Alarm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location Keyword</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm Keyword</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Keyword</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disalarm Password</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps Access Password</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Access Password</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM Lock Password</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. METHODOLOGY

The development of the application implements the concept of RAD (Rapid Application Development), considering the limited amount of time from design phase until deployment phase of the application.

II. RESULTS
The development of this application involves the creation of dynamic user interface which is displayed through the view of the system. The user interface design is created based on the use case and activity diagrams developed earlier.

Figure 3.1 Registration Page

Figure 3.1 shows the register form of the application. Register page is only for the first user installed this application. Because this application requires a password for access to the application, because only users who can access this application. So, users must register a password before using this application.

Figure 3.2 Main Menu Page

Figure 3.2 shows the main menu page. The main menu page of the application contains the four buttons that are intended to run the features according to their functions. It shows the page shown to interacting user directly after the user has been logged in successfully. As shown in Figure 3.2, there are several menus.

While the setting menu page of the application contains the four buttons that are intended to run the features according to their functions. It shows the page shown to interacting user directly after the user has chosen the setting button. There are several menus; Keyword, Password, Contact and Uninstall. Inside the after main menu page, it will display list of the setting menu, so users can see the features that available.

Figure 3.3 Keyword Page

Figure 3.3 shows the keyword menu page. The setting menu page of the application contains the four buttons that are intended to run the features according to their functions. It shows the page shown to interacting user directly after the user has chosen the keyword button in the setting menu.

Figure 3.4 Password Menu Page

Figure 3.4 shows the password menu page. The password menu page of the application contains the three buttons that are intended to run the features according to their functions. It shows the page shown to interacting user directly after the user has chosen the password button in the setting menu.

Figure 3.5 Contact Menu Page

Figure 3.5 shows the contact menu page. The contact menu page of the application contains only one button that is intended to run the feature according to its function. It shows the page shown to interacting user directly after the user has chosen the contact button in the setting menu. As shown in Figure 3.5, there is only one menu. That is: Extra Phone Number. Inside the after setting menu page, it will display the contact menu, so users can see the feature that available.
GPS for Finding Location

In order to show the user’s location the application needs to obtain user’s location through GPS connection in android. This method implements Location Listener. In order to receive any information from GPS, android requires us to set some permission in Android Manifest that will be asked to the users when installing this system to their device. The permission required for receiving location updates is shown in Figure 3.6 and need to be put inside the Android Manifest file.

![Figure 3.6 Permission to access current location using GPS connection](image)

Figure 3.6 Permission to access current location using GPS connection

Figure 3.7 shows how to use the Location Listener in the application. This code is responding the updates location in the application by implementing the Location Listener in the java class file.

```java
public void onLocationChanged(Location location) {
    // location update
}
```

Getting Location of Android Smart Phone

If the device provides a GPS and enable, the application is run using a GPS. If not, then the application uses the network connection. Since this application is not turn on the GPS automatically.

Even if the user is not moving, the application will update user’s location. The time required to lock the location is 60000 miliseconds. Sometimes the current location will be different 100-1500 meters if using network connection and 3-15 meters if using GPS because of the magnetic field around the user that will affect the GPS to detect the location. In another cases, users might not be in motion for quite a long time, and for this case the system also still could access the latest location updates by calling GetLastLocation() method.

Triggering the Alarm

A sound file format used in this application is .Ogg format with the file name sirene. Alarm sound will continue playing until the user enters the password to disable the alarm.

If the user wants to disable the alarm, it must enter the password disable alarm on Android smart phone users correctly. If the password entered by the user is correct the sound will stop and if it is not, sounds of alarm will continue to play even in conditions Android smart phone users is locked.

SIM Card Registration and Detecting

For detecting phone and IMSI number on SIM card, user needs to register the SIM card first. In order to lock the Android smart phone user by SIM card, android requires us to set some permission in Android Manifest that will be asked to the users when installing this system to their device.

As shown in Figure 3.8, the application will run and detect the SIM card number automatically after reboot. This function will check phone and IMSI number on the new SIM card that already registered in the database. If phone and IMSI number is same with the data in the database, the application and database will close. But, if the phone and IMSI number is different with the data in the database, the application will call the PhoneAccess class file. After that, the alarm will ringing automatically until the user insert the phone access password correctly to disable the alarm and then the user can access the Android smart phone.

![Figure 3.8 Detecting SIM card number after reboot](image)

Register the Application as Device Administrator

To set the application as device administrator, user needs to activate it from inside the application. In order to the application cannot be uninstalled from the application list, Android requires us to set some permission in Android Manifest that will be asked to the users when installing this system to their device.

As shown in Figure 3.9, this code is used to register the application as device administrator. The variable of ACTIVATION_REQUEST is asked the user to confirm the policy of device administrator. If the user disagree with the policy, then the application can not be used. Because this application need to be enabled as device administrator in order to avoid the another person to uninstall this application. But if the user agreed with the policy, the application will runs and enable to uninstall the application from inside the application using uninstall feature.
SMS for Receiving the Keyword

If the user wants to send a keyword, the user has to register the extra phone number, can be seen with the parameter _registeredNumber. Each function of feature will be execute on this class. In this case SMSReceiver class will call some of the functions that have been made on SMSResponder class as shown in Figure 3.9.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Developing Anti-Theft application can help android smart phone users around the world who want to feel the security and comfort when their android smart phone was stolen by thieves. Of course, this application is better, simple, and easy to use. The concern by android smart phone users when they lost their phone, now was replaced by an android application that installed on their android smart phones. With only need mobile phone, GPS or network connection and a few pulses, users can feel comfortable in using this application. Based on that, the application offers advanced features but easy to use.

This application helps the users to track the location of their android smart phone with appropriate accuracy. Users can also trigger alarm on their Android smart phone and the alarm can only be turned off by the user with the disable alarm password. This application can also lock the android smart phone users when they replaced the SIM card by the other person after the SIM card registered. And if the users forgot about the keyword and password, the user can uses the configuration feature to return the keyword and password from the database. All these features are very easy to use, because it is only by using GPS or network connection, alarm, SIM card, and SMS. Thus, the convenience and security of android smart phone users will not be difficult anymore to obtain.
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